Description
Base vehicle Toyota VDJ 79 V8 4,5 Litre Diesel EURO3 Standard - 196 BHP, 440 Nm Torque
Reinforcement of Suspension
Special Tires for heavy terrain
Subframe for Ambulance box body
Ambulance Box constrution with fenders
OPTICAL ACOUSTIC SIGNALS
Set of LED lights outside red/white
with emergency lights, red stop lights
100w speaker
Siren of 100 watts of various tones with megaphone. Multitonal 4-tone, horn includes
microphone and 100w speakers.
LED surface red led spear
Rear LED working lights
Side working led lights
RADIOCOMUNICATION
Empty tube for the subsequent installation of transmitter and GPS by the client.
ACCESSORIES
First aid kit for driver
Fire extinguishers: two, of 2 kg, WITH SUPPORT
Air Condition in service area, with ventilation, heating.
Independent thermostat (control)
Extractor with filter (roof)
Signs:
No Smoking
Equipped with oxygen (door)
Adjust the seat belts
Ceiling bar in stainless steel for 135kg
Reversing acoustic warning
Ceiling light in driving compartment
3 LED Bars with 6 units Directional Ox Eyes area attention
Spotlight on stretcher
Seat with 3 security points with arms and head suport
side bench covered with artificial leather, with hinged lid, backrest and preparation for 3 3point seat belts
3-point seat belts
FURNITURE
Cabinets to contain all the medical elements - with blunt edges and anti accidental opening
system
Access handles (Tubes)
Cabinet for O2 bottle container access from the outside
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

Frame of protections and switches for 2 lighting lines. Medical electrical circuit, signaling and
separate lighting. Set of controls of elements in the central console of the driver
AGM auxiliary batteries
Battery charger
Outdoor (electrical) outlet with overcurrent protection
Extension cord (green)
Circuit breakers (fuses)
700w 12c / 110v converter
230v outlets
12v interior sockets
radio fm / radio am USB
retractable step (back)
O2 INSTALLATION
Reduction valve 50-10psi (3-4bar)
Rapid oxygen sockets on the wall
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
Basic converion with insulation/Isolation, Installing of empty tubing, Floor covering, Electric
cable harness and preparation of switches. Preparation of windows and sealing of all opening
against humidity
Spencer AMBUJET P 1000 R 10G, Portable Suction Unit, with automatic recharge fixing to the
wall 10G
Defibrillator PRIMEDIC AED HeartSave
Delivery List:
Belts for O2 cylinders, 2 units, (WM15141)
· Set of disposable tracheal tubes (WM 15075)
Folding wheelchair Spencer
SPENCER 407B Compact emergency evacuation chair with four wheels
Spencer Carrera Stretcher including stretcher table and tablet
Garbage containers for cotton with blood and needles / syringes, can be sealed and burned.
(yellow)
Vacuum stretcher Spencer NEXUS, vacuum mattress anti-shrinkage
Portable Artificial Breathing System
Left rear cabinet
Additional front right cabinet in partition
Reversing camera
Inferface for communication with patient compartment
Side cabinet with subdivision
Multi-colored triple waste container
Magnetic closure of the 3 doors

